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TEN Capital recently held a roundtable discussion with Durg Kumar &
Allen Bryant with Knightsgate Ventures, Grace Belangia, Angel
Investor with theClubhou.se, Shaydi DeJesus with SoGal Ventures,
Vikram Lakhwara with Green Cow Venture Capital, Daina Falk & Ola
Gambari with Hungry Fan, and Camila Fainzilber & Jon Gosier with
Music Juggle to discuss the importance of investing in minority &
women-owned businesses, the market, and its future outlook.

Key Takeaways:
‘Diversity of Perspective’ breeds a startup that has a better understanding of the
pain points that they’re trying to solve, therefore creating a business that scales
easily and that is more likely to outperform.
It’s the idea of this preconceived notion that we have a lane, and we’re supposed to
stay in it. And, as a minority, if I’m not running a business focused on minority
problems, I shouldn’t be running that business.
The reason why it’s generally viewed as ‘Impact Investing’, is because the investors
look at the team and the business, but when it comes to minority business
investing, they’re sometimes investing in the superficial nature of the team, and not
just the business. Therefore, by putting the money to work in a minority-led
business, it is inherently impact investing, which misses the point overall.
Minorities, people of color, female, etc., continue to face both structural barriers
and implicit biases with respect to career paths.
A diverse number of lanes is really the best thing for a company and for a fund.
Diversity brings alpha to investments.
The thought process is that, if you’re a female in the sports industry, you’re either a
broadcaster, of which there are only a handful, or you’re teaching other women
about sports.
Less than 30% of the CEOs in the US are women, and there are more women in the
US than men. As a society, that’s wrong.
We need to do a better job of putting away the affinity bias, not make it about age,
gender, race, ethnicity, or geography, and really start evaluating talent for what it is.
There are so many barriers that aren’t even acknowledged that exist: family
barriers, mental health barriers, unwritten things that don’t allow these businesses
to progress successfully.
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"I was thinking
of the things
that people have
said to me
because I was a
female, and it
never occurred
to me that it
should matter."

The Stats
Women and minorities are able to
perform inline, or even out-perform
their white male counterparts across
the asset management
industry. Having a more diverse
team, is statistically proven to enrich
team-based decision-making through
cognitive diversity and different
perspectives. Data shows that
female-founded companies that have
been backed by VCs perform 63%
better than male founding teams. A
Boston consulting group study
revealed that female-founded
companies generate $.78 in revenue
for every $1 invested, in comparison
to 31% for their male counterparts.
Startups are 35% more likely to have
financial returns above industry
medians, if they are in the top
quartile for racial and ethnic
diversity.
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from Ola Gambari
“As Daina’s business partner, it’s the idea of this
preconceived notion that we have a lane, and
we’re supposed to stay in it. And, as a minority, if
I’m not running a business focused on minority
problems, I shouldn’t be running that business.
Neglecting the fact that I share all of the other
pain points of other human beings in this
society. And that is the thing that I would
personally love to dispel the most. Let’s just
evaluate the business on its merits, not just the
fact that we have minority founders. Our
perspectives matter, and we can yield better
results.
Speaking to the work that we need to do, if I
were to take a slightly more cynical approach, I
think that the reason why it’s generally viewed as
‘Impact Investing’, is because the investors look
at the team and the business, but when it comes
to minority business investing, they’re
sometimes investing in the superficial nature of
the team. And not just the business. And,
therefore, by putting the money to work in a
minority-led business, it is inherently impact
investing, which misses the point overall.There
are all of these preconceived notions of what I
must be because I’m a minority; not that I have
an MBA from a prestigious school, not that I
grew up in a nuclear household. It’s that I have a
specific lane that I have to stay in.”

from Vikram Lakhwara
“We as individuals, minorities, people of color,
female, etc., we continue to face both structural
barriers and implicit biases with respect to our
career paths. When you are continually told that
this business of raising capital as a startup or
even as a fund manager, that it’s a meritocracy
and it’s anything but a meritocracy, then all of a
sudden it feels like a handout for social-impact
purposes. Let’s debunk this myth right now - A
diverse number of lanes is really the best thing
for a company and for a fund.
If you take one thing away from this talk, for me,
is that diversity brings alpha to your
investments."
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"Recognize that,
as investors, we
do play a pretty
integral role in
shifting what’s
going on here."

Homogeneity
from Vikram Lakhwara
“The more similar the backgrounds are of the
investment partners, the lower the
performance. This extreme homogeneity within
the VC industry is really exemplified by the fact
that teams with investment partners with
different schooling backgrounds had an
increased success rate of acquisitions and IPOs;
quite notably at 11.5%. Diversity amongst teams
creates better outcomes. Having shared
ethnicity, the disparity is even greater. With a
team of mixed ethnicities, the success rate grows
from 26.4% to 32.2%.”

Expand Discussions
from Camila Fainzilber

“We are not saying to earn money, you have to be
diverse, but we know that, not having a diverse
team, will limit your discussions, your thoughts,
and therefore your ability to construct and
potentially run a successful and disruptive
business. As a founder and a minority, being used
to, unfortunately, many no’s, I am more prepared
and thirsty and grateful for the yes’."
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Stay in Your Lane
from Daina Falk
“We keep hearing ‘stay in your lane’, and I like
this because I think it’s not just having diversity
as a way to approach whatever problem it is
you’re trying to tackle, but it’s also trying to peel
back the filter that still seems to exist as a
stereotype that women ‘should be working in
this sector’, and men ‘should be working in this
sector’.
It’s not just about understanding the diversity of
approaches to solving problems in businesses,
it’s not just about investing in a minority business
doesn’t necessarily mean you’re making an
impact in the world. It’s also about
understanding that we’re all just people and
we’re all totally capable of playing in various
industries and different fields, and we really have
to start peeling back these last vestiges of
stereotypes from before that are really
unnecessary.”

Put it in your Criteria
from Durg Kumar
"We look at founders, technology, the team, the
markets, but in our case, we also have the
criteria of socially responsible, social impact. Is it
a diverse team? Are they working on something
that is socially impactful? Working with
communities, etc.?
We can invest in these women and minority
founders, but they may be mainstream
companies, they’re not ‘special charitycases’.They can be regular businesses in any
industry."
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Contributors:
Durg Kumar & Allen Bryant of
Knightsgate Ventures
Knightsgate Ventures is a Houston and NYC based
venture capital firm that provides the intellectual
and financial capital to technology and software
companies that are driving actionable social
impact and creating disruption.

Shaydi DeJesus of SoGal
Ventures
SoGal Ventures is the first female-led millennial
venture capital firm, with an investment focus on
exceptional, diverse founding teams that have
plans for global domination through tackling
major consumer or healthcare problems in the
U.S. and Asia. SoGal Ventures represents how far
our generation has come, and how deep our
impact on the world can be.

Grace Belangia of
theClubhou.se
TheClubhou.se is coworking and collaboration
space in the heart of downtown Augusta, GA. It is
a space for bringing creations to life. More than
just thinking, TheClubhou.se believes in executing
as many ideas as possible. Good ideas can change
the world! TheClubhou.se is something
completely new — Leonardo Da Vinci's Inventor's
Workshop re-imagined for the 21st century… and
beyond. Empower & enable.
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Contributors:
Vikram Lakhwara of Green
Cow Venture Capital
Green Cow Venture Capital [GCVC] is an earlystage venture firm building a recession-resilient
portfolio of tech companies leveraging greenfield
technologies (AI/ML/robotics) to solve problems
around inefficiency and scarcity in global markets.

Daina Falk & Ola Gambari of
Hungry Fan
Hungry Fan is a lifestyle brand that lives at the
intersection of two booming categories—sports
and food. Marrying our array of game day
entertaining products with our engaging and
“edutaining” content, we help you become the
MVP of your game day celebration—both in the
parking lot and at home.

Camila Fainzilber & Jon Gosier
of Music Juggle
MUSICJUGGLE makes the licensing process digital.
For corporate users (B2B), this is faster than what
they are used to and reduces legal costs. For tens
of millions of consumer podcasters, video
producers, and hobbyists (B2C), MUSICJUGGLE is
introducing a product that allows them to get
songs by their favorite musicians at affordable
rates.
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About TEN Capital
TEN Capital seeks to improve the world by fostering
entrepreneurship and inspiring innovation through our Fundraise as
a Service program.
We help startups, growth companies, and investors raise funding
through our extensive network of accredited investors. Our program
includes investor introductions, an email campaign with updates,
pitch events, webinars, podcast interviews, and assistance with
investment closing documents including pitch decks and data
rooms.
In short, we provide the leg-work, saving you time and money.
We are based in Austin, TX, and have been connecting startups with
investors for over ten years. Today, we have expanded beyond our
Texas roots to serve investors and startups across the United
States.

For additional inquiries for raising funding, investing in startups
or otherwise, please contact:
info@tencapital.group
1-833-TNCAPTL
https://tencapital.group/
PO Box 163262 Austin, TX 78716

TEN is a “Funding as a Service” program. It is not a registered broker-dealer and does not offer investment advice or advise
on the raising of capital through securities offerings. TEN does not recommend or otherwise suggest that any investor
make an investment in a specific company, or that any company offer securities to a particular investor. TEN takes no part
in the negotiation or execution of transactions for the purchase or sale of securities, and at no time has possession of
funds or securities. No securities transactions are executed or negotiated on or through the TEN program. TEN receives no
compensation in connection with the purchase or sale of securities.
Copyright TEN 2020, All rights reserved.
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